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Research context
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“…panoramic views dominate ski trail maps 
[and] comprise 86% of all maps and 100% of 

maps for the top 100 resorts.” 
The Mountain Ski Maps of North America – A Preliminary Survey and Analysis of Style (Tait, 2012) 

Image source: skimap.org (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license) 



Early ski maps

Image source: skimap.org (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license) Image source: skimap.org (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license) Image source: skimap.org (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license)
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Ski maps around the world
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Ski maps of Tyrol’s largest ski areas

Image source: skimap.org (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license)



Using a ski map

Where are we 
right now?

How do I get to 
Hartkaiser?

This blue slope 
looks quite steep!

Image source: Jenny Janssen

Wow! This place 
looks amazing!



The panorama map is the dominant 
map style to depict ski areas. 

It functions as a marketing tool as much 
as a navigation tool. 

It is often the only map type available to 
visitors and is the main tool used to 
orient and navigate through the ski 
area. 

But is this type of map best suited 
to accomplish wayfinding and 
navigation tasks? 

Image source: Jenny Janssen

In conclusion



Research objectives
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Research objectives

RO1
RO2
RO3

Comparing panoramic and planimetric ski maps in terms of 
their wayfinding, spatial cognition and emotional affordances.

Identifying the affordances required of a map depicting a ski 
area from the perspective of the user.

Making suggestions for further research based on the findings 
of this study on how panoramic and planimetric maps could 
be improved and potentially synthesised.



Methodology
Image source: Jenny Janssen



Methods used

_ inspection of maps 
_ expert questionnaire completed by a 

representative if the same ski area 
_ user-based evaluation of a panorama 

map and planimetric map of one ski 
area in Austria



_ SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser - Brixental, 
North Tirol, Austria 

_ 2nd largest ski area in Austria 
_ stretches across multiples peaks 

and valleys, anchored by 8 villages 
_ dense and complex networks of 

lifts and slopes

Case study area

Village major / minor

Feeder lift

Peak

Valley run

High density area

Connecting lifts and runs

Satellite area



Panorama map (Map A)

Image source: SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser - Brixental Marketing GmbH (2020)



Planimetric map (Map B)

Image source: Jenny Janssen



Introduction 
of stimuli

About the 
participant User needs Navigation and 

orientation
Geographical 
understanding

Emotional 
response

Survey structure
the survey’s random generator 
selects either Map A or Map B



Navigation and orientation tasks

_ 3 tasks asking to connect two 
POIs on the map presented 

_ tasks increase in complexity 
_ understand how difficult was 

the completion of each task 
_ receive specific feedback about 

parts of the map that did not 
work and made it difficult to 
complete the tasks



Geographical understanding

_ testing whether the map helps to 
understand the geography of the SkiWelt 
with respect to cardinal directions 

_ are the following statements true or false? 
_ Going is located north of Scheffau. 
_ Brixen im Thale is located east of 

Hopfgarten. 
_ Hopfgarten is located east of Itter.

North

North

Image source: SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser - Brixental Marketing GmbH (2020)
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Geographical understanding

Does the map help you understand the geography of the SkiWelt?

The map gives a good impression of how steep the slopes are.

The map gives a good impression of how wide the slopes are.

The map gives a good impression of how long the slopes are.

This map enables to judge distances.

The map enables to judge the terrain of the SkiWelt and identify particularly steep and flat areas.

The map provides a good overall geographical understanding of the SkiWelt.



Emotional response

How do you feel about this map with regards to the impression it gives about the SkiWelt as a winter 
sports destination?

Curiosity: This map makes me curious about the SkiWelt and what it has to offer for winter sports.

Excitement: This map gets me excited about the SkiWelt as a winter sport destination I want to spend time 
at.The map gives a good impression of how wide the slopes are.

Certainty: This map enables me to judge the terrain and slope characteristics and provides me with a 
sense of certainty when choosing a slope.

Confidence: This ski map gives me confidence that I can navigate and orient myself when I am in the 
SkiWelt.



Results
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Sample groups

_ 85 valid cases 
_ Group A (48) and Group B (37) 

established by random generator 
_ similar characteristics including age, 

gender and preferred alpine winter 
sports 

_ largely intermediate skill level 
_ majority unfamiliar with the case 

study area 
_ familiarity with panorama and 

planimetric map types 
_ printed ski maps used most often, 

followed by large static map

Distribution of stimuli to Group A 
and Group B



User needs

Importance of map contents to Group A

Importance of map contents to Group B

Importance of map layout elements to Group A

Importance of map layout elements to Group B



Navigation and orientation tasks
Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Group A Group B

Image source: SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser - Brixental Marketing GmbH (2020); Jenny Janssen



Navigation and orientation tasks

Group A difficulties (ranked from most mentioned to least) Mentions

Finding the map illegible and too complex 26

Unable to make connections 20

Finding the destination 18

Directions of lift/slope not clear 13

Naming of lifts/ slopes unclear 11

Legend was a problem/ incomplete or not in English 8

Lack of labels 8

Lack of accuracy 5

Lack of experience with skiing 4

Not understanding the terrain 4

Identification of different map objects 3

Poor resolution of the map 3

Symbol / font size too small 3

Label position 1

Logic of naming 1

Choice of slopes according to ability 1

Group B difficulties (ranked from most mentioned to least) Mentions

Directions of lift/slope not clear 27

Not understanding the terrain 9

Finding the destination 7

Finding the map illegible and too complex 6

Symbol / font size too small 6

Label position 6

Unable to make connections 5

Poor resolution of the map 5

Legend was a problem/ incomplete or not in English 3

Lack of experience with skiing 3

Identification of different map objects 3

Naming of lifts/ slopes unclear 2

Lack of accuracy 1

Lack of labels 0

Logic of naming 0

Choice of slopes according to ability 0

Map A Map B



Navigation and orientation tasks

Unable to make connections

Directions of lifts/slopes not clear

Image source: SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser - Brixental Marketing GmbH (2020); Jenny Janssen



Geographical understanding

Going is located north of Scheffau.

Brixen im Thale is located east of Hopfgarten.

Hopfgarten is located east of Itter.

Use of map to complete the tasks:



Geographical understanding

Group A

Group B

The map gives a good impression of how steep the slopes are. 0,22
The map gives a good impression of how wide the slopes are. 0,00
The map gives a good impression of how long the slopes are. 0,00
This map enables to judge distances. 0,00
The map enables to judge the terrain of the SkiWelt and identify particularly 
steep and flat areas.

0,70
The map provides a good overall geographical understanding of the SkiWelt. 0,05

P-values for T-test



Emotional response

Group A

Group B

P-values for T-test Curiosity: This map makes me curious about the SkiWelt and what it has to offer for winter sports. 0,29
Excitement: This map gets me excited about the SkiWelt as a winter sport destination I want to spend time at. 0,28
Certainty: This map enables me to judge the terrain and slope characteristics and provides me with a sense of 
certainty when choosing a slope.

0,31
Confidence: This ski map gives me confidence that I can navigate and orient myself when I am in the SkiWelt. 0,06



Conclusion and outlook
Image source: Jenny Janssen



Headline message

The results from the user evaluation do not suggest that one map 
is more successful overall than the other. 

Instead, the experiment shows that each map type presents the user 
with unique advantages and challenges when used to assist in 
completing navigation and orientation tasks, highlighting potential 
areas for improvement as well as features of one map that perform 
well and which the other could seek to incorporate.



Conclusions

Make changes to each map type 
to improve areas that are currently 
proving difficult to understand in the 
context of navigation and orientation: 

_ visualise the terrain more clearly 
on the planimetric map to enable a 
better understanding of the 
direction of lifts and slopes 

_ reduce the complex appearance 
of parts of the panorama map to 
improve finding locations 

_ consider adding more 
descriptive route information to 
lifts and slopes to reduce ambiguity

Create a suite of different map 
types to support the entire user 
journey at each information point of 
the alpine winter sport experience: 

_ revisit Field’s schematic ski map, 
develop and test it further 

_ avoid dual-use by not forcing one 
map type to fulfil several, possibly 
opposing, roles 

_ identify which map type is best 
suited for which activity, which user 
type and which communication 
channel



Thank you!
Image source: Jenny Janssen
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